THE HEALING POWER OF ART
An interactive presentation and workshop
About the Presentation

Bio

The positive effects of music, theatre, visual arts,
movement-based creative expression, and creative writing
are well documented. From crafting to music to theatre
and more, learn how the arts played a major role in Allan
Boss’s recovery from severe traumatic brain injury. This
fun and interactive presentation will engage your groups
and reveal how the creative arts improve health by:

At age 24, Allan Boss sustained a severe traumatic brain
injury. The prognosis was grim but his recovery was
astounding. He returned to school, earned degrees, wrote
music, ran marathons, and became a productive member of
society.

lowering risk of cognitive impairment.
improving spatial reasoning and emotional resilience.
Reducing stress and promoting relaxation.
Laugh and learn during this length adaptable
presentation/workshop that will have your teams singing,
dancing, healing, and learning.
From the Presentation
From the moment the Dr. said, base your recovery on your
ability to play guitar, the instrument seldom left my hands. I’d
eat breakfast with it, strum it while watching TV, and play
songs in the bathroom. I purchased music books and learned
folk songs and memorized lyrics. I had a list of songs taped to
my guitar to help me remember all the songs I knew.
Interestingly, although I couldn’t remember a list of 20 songs,
I easily remembered chord progressions and lyrics. I thought,
why is that?

He now works as a civil servant, managing a culture and
heritage portfolio for a municipality. Before that, he spent 9
years as a National Entertainment & Drama Producer with the
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation where he wrote and
narrated the Ideas program Updrafts, about his recovery from
brain injury. This program won nominations for multiple
international awards including a Peabody Award, a New York
Festivals award and a Prix Italia.
Boss wrote and edited articles and columns for numerous
publications including: the Globe and Mail, Red Deer Press,
Frontenac House, Playwrights Canada Press, CPRC Press,
Berghan Books, Canadian Theatre Review, and others. He
wrote two ground breaking books on his mentor, cultural
polymath Mavor Moore.
His community service includes serving on the Steering
Committee of the Calgary Distinguished Writers Program;
Juror Canadian Comedy Awards and Festival; and he is
especially pleased to serve as Board President of the Southern
Alberta Brain Injury Society.

THE HEALING POWER OF ART
An interactive presentation and workshop

"Encounters with arts or heritage expose people to ideas and understandings, new or
old, about how to interpret the world around them. This provides people with a greater
diversity of options for social action and relationships [....] Being better equipped for
social interaction and having more options available can increase the individual’s
confidence and capacity for collective action, or [...] 'the capacity to aspire.'” (Dick
Stanley, "The Social Effects of Culture," Canadian Journal of Communication)

What People are Saying about Boss's book The Memory Box
“fascinating and powerful” - Alberta Writer's Guild
“dynamic, interesting” - Alberta Writer's Guild
“helpful” - Alberta Writer's Guild
For Booking Info Contact
info@allanboss.com
www.allanboss.com

